6 Project Viability
6.1 Project Plan and Economic Viability








Project plan comprises of feasibility studies and the financial model
Feasibility studies identify and evaluate both technical and financial aspects of a proposed project:
Alternative techniques, costs, and project configurations are tested
As more detail is evaluated, added, modified, and confirmed, potential problems that might arise in execution of
the project are identified
Consultant estimating the cost of capital is generally not recommended because (1) they are self-serving with high
fees (2) how can you be satisfied with what they are doing
Project/Financing plan becomes the formal application for project finance
Base case plan is based on assumption that construction completes on schedule and within budget

6.2 Marketing study



Prepared by independent experts
Confirms that demand will be sufficient to absorb planned output of the project at a price that will (1) cover the
full cost of production (2) enable the project to service its debt (3) provide an acceptable rate of RoE

6.2.1 2 elements:
6.2.1.1
Revenue
 If the project is to operate within a regulated industry such as Nuclear, the potential impact of regulatory
requirements on the project must also be considered
o Driven by marketability of the project’s future output (1) price (2) volume
o Includes (1) analysis of the expected level of production, sales volumes and projected prices (2)
evaluation of offtake contracts (3) review of competitive producers and their revenues and cost of
production
6.2.1.2

Cost of production
o Each element must be identified and quantified (1) raw materials (2) labour (3) rent (4) management (5)
taxes (6) overhead expenses
o Requires some project design work to be completed

6.2.2 Additional Analysis



Lenders will review it as part of credit assessment and require other fundamental items to be addressed in the
project plan
Seek details of support for (1) adequacy of supply (2) creditworthiness

6.2.2.1
Adequacy of supply
 SPV engages independent consultants to evaluate the quantity, grade, extraction rate that the reserves available to
the project
 SPV may also need to analyse extraction/production technologies, to determine their appropriateness in the given
case
 SPV will have to prove the project’s ability to access resources through ownership and lease agreement
6.2.2.2
Creditworthiness
 Amount of debt that the project can raise is a function of its expected capacity to service debt from project cash
flow
 Derives from
o Inherent value of the assets included in the project
o Expected profitability
 Weaker in corporate lending where assessment is focused on 2 sources of repayment:
 Cash flow of the borrower
 Collateral value of any assets that the borrower pledges to secure the loans
 Only project assets are available to secure the debt obligation
 Value of assets start low in most cases
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Amount of equity project sponsors have at risk
 The higher the equity, the lower the degree of risk
 Proportion of equity financing is higher in cases with major risks are high (political/country)
 Area of negotiation between lenders and sponsors and a way to enhance the application for a
credit rating on the project
Other forms of credit enhancement utilised in the project
 Actions taken by a borrower to improve its creditworthiness
 Lender is provided with reassurance that the borrower will honour its obligations
 Examples: (1) sponsor or 3rd party guarantees, (2) additional collateral, (3) insurance

6.3 Feasibility studies
Comprehensive study of a deposit in which all geological, engineering, operating, economic and other relevant factors are
considered in sufficient detail that it could reasonably serve as the basis for a final decision by a financial institution to
finance the development of the deposit for mineral production”





Multi-phased and iterative – different phases correspond with the degree of detail (design and cost) evaluated and
confirmed
Iterations are designed to confirm assumptions, add and modify details, and reduce the uncertainty associated
with the development to an acceptable level
Degree of completeness: Order of magnitude (scoping studies), preliminary, indicative, pre, final, bankable,
definitive
3 broad phases: (1) Conceptual or scoping phase, (2) preliminary or prefeasibility phase, (3) final or definitive
phase

6.3.1 Rationale




Sponsors and prospective lenders must be convinced that a project is technically and economically viable
Establishing technical feasibility requires demonstrating that construction can be completed on schedule and
within budget and the project will be able to operate its design capacity following completion
Establishing economic feasibility requires demonstrating that it will be able to generate sufficient cash flows to
cover its overall cost of capital

6.3.2 Phases
6.3.2.1
Scoping study determines an economic opportunity
Define the potential of a project, eliminate those options that are unlikely to become optimal, and determine if there is
sufficient opportunity to justify the investment required for further studies.



What could the project be?
Does it make sense to pursue this opportunity?

6.3.2.2
Prefeasibility study
Select the preferred operating options from the shortlisted options defined by the scoping study and to provide a case for
whether to commit to the large expenditure and effort involved in a subsequent definitive feasibility study.




What should the project be?
Have we analysed enough alternatives?
Have we identified the optimal project configuration?

6.3.2.3
Final feasibility study
Refine the optimal operating scenario defined by the prefeasibility study. They are often used to assist with outside
financing requirements. The definitive feasibility study provides the basis for the decision on whether in fact further study
is required, whether the project is worth pursuing or whether to advance the project to design and construction.





What will the project be?
What risks will it involve?
What rewards will it provide?
Have we presented an investment case that is unlikely to vary significantly?
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6.3.3 Cost of feasibility studies



Require considerable time, effort, and funding
Examples: (1) BHP spent $85m in engineering and feasibility studies before proceeding on the $1.4b project
development, (2) Rio Tinto studied the HIsmelt technology for 21 years before committing to build the plant in
2002

6.3.4 Feasibility studies and value creation


Ability of the owners to influence the outcome of a project at its peak when the feasibility study process is defining
what the project should and will be
o Alternative project configurations can be studied, and decisions made on whether to proceed the project
development, and if so what is the optimum configuration
o Once a decision is made, and design, procurement, and construction efforts commence, there is little
opportunity to influence the project outcome



Each study phase can create value for the project owners from:
o Ensuring that viable opportunities are identified and developed, and by aiding in the identification of the
optimal configuration if a project is developed
o Halting/redirecting further effort on a technically infeasible/economically unviable project
Little opportunity to create value once design, procurement, and constructions efforts have commenced
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Excellence in project execution is required to maintain the value opportunity created from a good
feasibility study
Excellence in operations is required to deliver this value
Little scope exists to create further value during project execution and operations

6.3.5 Technically feasibility studies






Project sponsor must undertake engineering work to create and verify the design of the proposed facility and the
technological processes
For new/unproven technology, test facilities or pilot plant will often be constructed to test the feasibility of the
processes involved and to optimise the full-scale facilities
For proven technology, envisioned scale for the project may be significantly larger than existing facilities that
utilise the same technology, so extensive testing is often seen as necessary
Well-executed design accommodates future expansion of the project
Design and ultimately technical feasibility of a project may be influenced by environmental factors that may affect
construction or operations E.g. Artic pipelines and North Sea oil production facilities

6.3.5.1
Track record
 ¼ of 109 projects had cost overruns of 25% (World Bank, 1978)
 Average cost overrun of 22% in 60 projects developed in America (Gypton, 2002)
6.3.5.2
Understanding technical detail
 Technical aspects of construction and operation are critical to success
 Project’s construction and engineering details will not always be clear for lenders
o Require specialised professionals to understand the technical aspects of a project to conduct a credit
assessment
 Sponsors and arrangers’ lawyers need to understand the technical details to prepare the project and finance
contracts
6.3.5.3
Technical consultants
Also known as independent engineer or independent technical advisor




Technical consultants are important in project finance transactions to confirm opinions on technical specifications
such as:
o Project facilities can be constructed within the time schedule proposed
o Upon completion, the facilities will be capable of operating as planned
o Construction cost estimates will provide adequate for completion of the project
The role is not only useful for lenders but also for other parties involved
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